Where is Dr. Ellen?

September 30, Workshop for Gaucher disease patients, “Empower Yourself, Change Your Life” National Gaucher Foundation, Philadelphia, PA

October 22 - Lecturer at the National Society for Genetic Counselors Conference, Boston, MA

November 4 - Workshop for Gaucher disease patients, “Empower Yourself, Change Your Life” National Gaucher Foundation, Pittsburgh, PA

November 10 - Workshop Trainer, MI for Health Behavior Change, CT - Children’s Medical Center, East Hartford, CT

November 29 - Workshop Trainer, Cambridge Health Alliance, Cambridge, MA

December 5 and 6 - Workshop trainer, MI for Health Behavior Change, Medical Care Development, Portland, ME

December 8 - Lecture at Harvard University Eating Disorders Annual Conference, MI and Eating Disorders

Contact Us

Training with Dr. Ellen
Waltham, MA 02451
USA

Phone: 781.890.1618

ellen@trainingwithdrellen.com

Feature Article: The 4 Processes in Motivational Interviewing

From Dr. Ellen’s Blog: Powerful, Skilful Communication Skills

The Changing Times

Motivational Interviewing for Positive Behavior Change

Dear Friend,

Last week I was at the Motivational Interviewing Network of Trainers (MINT) annual conference in Fort Wayne, Indiana. I returned with many new ideas about effective ways to teach MI.

I was fortunate enough to attend a pre-conference workshop with Dr. Bill Miller, one of the founders of Motivational Interviewing (photo below). He is a very humble guy, quiet but charismatic. It was really a pleasure and a thrill to work with him!

The focus of the workshop was on the third edition of the text Motivational Interviewing, which is in press and will be available in mid-October. (Pre-order your copy here) http://amzn.to/ObmtI2

This book is the seminal text on Motivational Interviewing and I highly recommend it if you wish to learn more about spirit and technique of MI.

One of my favorite things about being an MI trainer is that there’s always something new to learn. MI is not a static set of ideas, and that’s in large part because of the MINT organization which is an international forum for sharing ideas among MI trainers. I feel privileged to be a member of such a vibrant organization.

It was a thrill to be among very smart, creative people talking about my favorite topics!

The 4 Processes in Motivational Interviewing

back to top

- The important new ideas in this third edition of Motivational Interviewing is
A teleclass with Coach Jean Caton of The Profitable Woman. Click the audio link below and hear How I turned Motivational Interviewing into a Business

The Business of Changing Behavior with Dr. Ellen

Teleclass Audio Link

------------------------------------

Introduction to Motivational Interview DVD now available!

Learn the basics of Motivational Interviewing and its application to health behavior change counseling

Discover the spirit and techniques of Motivational Interviewing including:

- The guiding, collaborative style of Motivational Interviewing
- Dealing with the “righting reflex” and client resistance
- Identifying and responding to change talk
- Using the Decisional Matrix and Importance/Confidence techniques

Ellen@TrainingWithDrEllen.com

Email to Order or at www.TrainingwithDrEllen.com/Products (DVD102)

If you would like Dr. Ellen to speak at your next event, please contact Ellen@TrainingwithDrEllen.com

---

Forward to a Friend

Hear Me Speak!

Engaging refers to building a relationship with client. This process continues throughout any conversation with the client. How does the other person know you are listening and understand? The use of reflective statements is a key element of MI. They are a way of letting the other person know you heard, and of double checking that what you heard is correct. Other ways of thinking about the process of Engaging were presented by other MI trainers at the conference, including Steven Berg-Smith http://berg-smithtraining.com/. Berg-Smith talks about listening with “...presence and undivided attention, eyes, ears, and heart, using all of your senses, acceptance and non-judgment, curiosity and delight, silence, and the use of reflective listening statements”.

The second of the four processes is Evoking. We want to encourage or evoke “change talk” from our client. Change talk is the client, not the clinician, talking about change in a positive direction. Miller spoke of eliciting change talk as “a chance to find change talk in the conversation and pour a little water and sunlight on it to help it grow”. Remember that our goal in using MI is to foster change in behavior, and that change must come from the client. We want to help people convince themselves they ought to change, rather than listed to the clinician’s reasons for change.

Next month: Responding to change talk to encourage focusing and planning, the last two of the Four Processes.

You are welcome to use Dr. Glovsky’s articles in any of your own publications provided you copy the following into the article: “Dr. Ellen Glovsky is a Registered Dietitian and Motivational Interviewing trainer. She is on the faculty of Northeastern University in Boston, MA, where she teaches courses in nutrition, public health and MI. Her website, newsletter, and blog are at Training With Dr. Ellen.”

Ellen Glovsky, PhD, RD, LDN 2012. All rights reserved.
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From the Training with Dr. Ellen Blog

Powerful, Skillful Communication Skills
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This summer my daughter Amy and her 2 children, Tiago who is 8 years old and Francesca who is 7 visited for three weeks.

I observed my daughter parenting her kids, and admire her as a mother. She emphasizes communication, both hers and the children back to her. I watched her be so careful to be very clear in what she tells her kids, especially in what she expects of them and how much she loves them. It was very instructive. I was raised in a very different way. Seldom did people in my family say what they really meant, especially if it wasn’t “nice”. I find Amy’s approach to be refreshing and a huge relief!

Read more
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